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Aims of  the presentation

• to provide support for primary language teachers in creating optimal
conditions for children’s learning 

• to provide tools for managing children positively

• to provide resource of  practical ideas for setting up and using in class



The C-Wheel 

a tool that helps to maximize children’s learning and enable

every child in your class to blossom and thrive





Context

The context in which children carry out activities in the primary classroom

needs to:

• be natural and relevant

• allow for the discovery and construction of meaning

• allow for learning to be active and experiential

• encourage the use of language as a vehicle to do things which have a real

purpose

• support children’s understanding /visuals, body language, mime and

gesture/



Connections

Building in connections within and between lessons; these include conections: 

• to other areas of  learning  

• to the child’s real life experience at home and at school

• to the way that child’s life and culture compares to English-speaking peoples

• to what has gone before and what will follow in the teaching-learning sequence

• between what is learnt and how it is learnt /helping children learn how to learn/



Coherence

Giving children opportunities to acquire and learn language in 

meaningful, comprehensible and supported ways:

• meaningful contexts

• connections to other areas of  children’s learning and experience

• being aware that vocabulary and grammar are closely interrelated

in children’s early language learning 



Challenge

Getting the level and balance of  linguistic and cognitive challenge right for 
children

• activities that stretch and extend learning, but at the same time are also
achievable and allow for success

• a sense of  positive energy, pleasure and self-motivation towards their own
learning /flow/



Curiosity

Arousing and maintaining children’s curiosity along with generating
a desire to learn and find out about things

• different classroom techniques so as to  provide opportunities for 
children to be curious, investigative and experimental

• a climate in which asking questions and finding out for yourself
should be encouraged rather than suppressed









Care

Children don’t care how much we know until they know how much we care

• using visuals, real objects, mime and gesture

• modelling processes to carry out activities

• expanding children’s language in a natural way

• providing opportunities for rehearsal and experimentation

• asking question appropriately and providing encouraging feedback

• using appropriate and constructive praise and positive language



Community

Creating a sense of  community in the classroom where:

• activities are shared experiences and events

• children are encouraged to cooperate and collaborate

• diversity is positively valued and there is recognition that all children

will contribute and participate in uniquely different ways

• there is a natural and real interaction and communication

• children are given opportunities to respond in personal, divergent ways



Creativity

Developing creative thinking skills:

• allows ”hidden talents” to emerge

• increases personal investment and ownership /thus helping learning 

to become more memorable/

• develops fluency and flexibility in thinking

• allows for humour and fun



Managing children positively

Maintaining a balance between children’s enjoyment and acceptable
behaviour

The seven R’s

• Relationships

• Rules

• Routines

• Rights and responsibilities

• Respect

• Rewards









No printed word nor spoken plea 

Can teach young minds what they should be.

Not all the books on all the shelves

But what the teachers are themselves.

/Rudyard Kipling/



Summary


